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Growing use of competition and divide and rule

It was seen that as needs got more complex rulers and people in
power used competition to keep power. Every form of need
gratification meeting or not meeting was used to make people have
infighting and keep the ruler secure. As time passed this found more
and more methods to meet needs. The system seemed to support this
trend. How does the learning industry handle this seemingly
irreversible trend? The frequency of use increased rapidly. Media and
other form communication gave huge perception to these incidents of
final occurrence and not the source.
 Power without values is growing
Issues that seemed to be value based actually were used to stay in
power. Disregard for society and its future became important without
learning from history. Fairness of transactions and the societal giver
lost focus in the system. The blame game became a convenient way of
shifting the focus and responsibility.
 Ideology is slowly being replaced immediate needs
Only threat to immediate needs seemed to force action. Delay of
decisions when convenient forgetting that justice delayed is justice
lost.

 Conflict at all levels is growing
Shirking from moral responsibility is seen as the trend followed. This
fighting is not only in political levels but has penetrated to the lowest
levels
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 Decisions have disregard for future
Society’s future is at stake. Not willing to take responsibility of larger
picture is becoming part of the system. Real power seems to be
coming from protecting one’s immediate needs. Only when problems
increase beyond tolerance of people are actions taken.
 Loss of purpose of values
Evolving from strong moral fundamentals and learning from mistakes
made does not seem to have a place in today’s power world.
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 Immediate interest will dictate direction
Quitting seems a more used option than fighting against odds. Just a
quick recovery is more acceptable than removing the root cause. For
people working against this people start pulling down and the fight
needs a lot of determination to keep up. Finding fault in individuals,
entities and society is taking precedence over working toward long
term futuristic goals.
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 Passionate missions will go out of fashion in relations
Across countries in vogue or popular campaigns will get focus. Bodies
that work for society will need support from political and financial
systems and to reverse this trend few people will have the conviction
of purpose. Bodies will follow politically right directions in this mode.
Businesses will follow decisions that may not regard passion as a way
forward. Monitoring systems may meet with fire fighting and loss of
focus of purpose.
 Immediate needs will dictate how one behaves
External dependency will grow and internal contentment from working
toward a mission will face challenges. This is clearly visible of the
technology we use. All devices are focusing of comfort increasing. This
a classic example of meeting immediate needs. New age challenges
are from life style problems and even in the youngest of the
generation we are seems immediate needs meeting to be in focus. The
experience of ages is being lost to instant gratification.
 Greed will grow to keep bonds
More, higher and bigger are the trends. No satisfaction and working
for a mission of society is there in relations. Short time arrangements
are getting acceptable in society in bonds among people.
 Instant gratifications may take over healthy relations
Time to invest in relations will be at a premium.

Summary
 Learning industry will need handle growing competition
 Fear will need to be conquered to keep passion and future alive
 Learning will need the balance between instant gratification and the
purpose that enables learning
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